A Banach space E is said to be regular if every bounded linear operator from E into E' is weakly compact. This property was studied in [7, 9] under the name Property (w). In [7] , using James type spaces as constructed in [4] , examples were given of regular Banach spaces which fail to have weakly sequentially complete duals, answering a question raised in [9] . In this paper, we present some more results concerning the regularity of James type spaces.
The completion of the linear span of the sequence («,-) is denoted by J(e,). The biorthogonal sequences of (e,) and (u,) are denoted by (el) and («/) respectively. The functional S defined by 5(2 a, -M, -) = 2 a,-is bounded; hence 5 e /(«,)'. In the sequel, we always assume that E is reflexive. In this case, by a combination of Theorems 2.2 and 4.1 of [4], we see that J(e t ) is quasi-reflexive of order one, and that J(e t )' = [{5}U{u/}°°= 1 ]. Hence, if we let L e /(«,-)" be the functional which has the value 1 at 5 and annihilates [(«,')], then /(<?,)" = [{L}u{u,}r=i]-Proof. Note that {uj) converges to L in the <j{J{etf, 7(e,)')-topology. If T is weakly compact, then (7u,) converges weakly to some x' e J{ej)'. Therefore,
;
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Conversely, assume that lim lim(7u,, uj) = lim lim(7M,, uj). Since {Tuj) is weakly Cauchy, it
it follows that r'7(e,)"c/(e,.)'. Therefore, 7 is weakly compact.
• Proof. This follows immediately from the preceding propositions and the fact that J(ej) is quasi-reflexive. • 2. Regularity of James type spaces, In this section, we present more results on the regularity of spaces of the form J{ej) or J{ej)'. In particular, we will see that if / is the James space [5] , then J' is symmetrically regular but not regular. It is also shown that J itself is regular. As a corollary, we obtain a result of Andrew [1] that / is not isomorphic to any subspace of J'. Recall the standing assumption from §1 that {ej) is a normalized basis of a reflexive Banach space. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that {ej) dominates each of its subsequences. Let {ij) be a strictly increasing sequence in N.
For any x' e/(e,)', the series 2 JC'(«/,.)«/ is weak* convergent. Moreover, the operator U :
Proof. It is easy to see that {uj) dominates all of its subsequences. It follows easily that there is a constant K such that HStf/U/JI ^K ||£fl 7 w ; ||, for all subsequences (M^.) of («,) and all (a,) e CQQ. Let x'eJ(e t )'.
For any k eN, there exists (a ; ) e CQO SO that
x'iuju! < \(2 a jUj ,
As mentioned above, || 2 a ; -u ( -, || ^ K ||2a ; u,|| =£2tf. Therefore, || 2 X'(M,.)M;|| <2/C ||jt'|| for every k sN. The series 2 *'(";,)"/ clearly converges on the linear span of (u,). Since its partial sums are norm bounded, we conclude that it is weak* convergent. The boundedness of the operator U follows from the computation above.
• For the following theorem, recall the sequence (w/) as defined in § 1. THEOREM 
Suppose that (e,) dominates each of its subsequences. Then J{e t ) is not regular if and only if the linear map T, which maps each u, to v{, is bounded from /(e,) into J{e-)'.
Proof. If T is bounded, then J{e t ) fails to be regular because T is clearly not weakly compact. Conversely, assume that J{e t ) is not regular. There is a non-weakly compact operator R :J{e i )^J(e i )'. As [(u/)] has codimension 1 in 7(e,)', we may as well assume that the range of R is contained in [ Hence T is bounded, as required.
• THEOREM Proof. Otherwise, the operator T given by Theorem 5 is bounded. Therefore Similar results hold for J(e t )'. As the proofs are also similar, we only sketch the arguments. Sketch of Proof. If T is bounded, then /(e ; )' is clearly not regular. Conversely, assume that /(e,)' is not regular. Then there exists a non-weakly compact operator /?:[(«/)] ->/(e,-). Now (/?«/) is weak* convergent to x + aL for some x e7(e,) and some scalar a. We may take x to be 0. If a = 0, 7? is weakly compact by Proposition 2. Thus we may assume that a = 1. By a perturbation argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 5, we may assume that there is a subsequence (v' ik ) of (v/) such that (Rvi k ) is a block basis of («,) satisfying (Rv' ik ,S)= 1, for all fc. By Lemma 9, (i//) dominates (t^), and hence (^?i4). Since (e,) is dominated by all of its subsequences, and (Rv' ik , S) = 1, for all k, we also see that (Rvi k ) dominates («,). Therefore (u/) dominates (u,), which means that 7 is bounded. D THEOREM 11. Suppose that (e,) is subsymmetric. Then J{e t )' is regular if and only if (el) does not dominate (e,).
Suppose that (e t ) is subsymmetric. If (e,) does not dominate (el), then J(e,) is regular.

Proof. Since (e,) is subsymmetric, it is easy to see that («,-) is equivalent to (M 2 , -«2i-i)-Now, for sequences (a,-) and (£,) in CQQ,
Sketch of Proof.
Assume that /(£,)' is not regular. By Theorem 10, the linear map T'-[(u!)]-*J(ej), Tvl = u h is bounded. Hence («2i~u2/-i). being the image under T of the sequence (u^), is dominated by the latter sequence. Using the assumption on (e,), we see that (e,) is equivalent to (u 2i -M 2 ,--I), and {u' 2i ) is equivalent to {el). Combining the above, we deduce that (e/) dominates (e,). Conversely, assume that (e/) dominates (e,). For any 1 <p(l)<<7(l)</>(2)<<7(2) <.. .<p(k)<q(k\, and (c,) e Coo, let x = 2 C,(U P ( O -M,(,) + 1 ). There is a constant /C, depending only on the sequence (e,), such <=i that ||JC|| ^ K ||S c,e,||. Computing the norm of any S O,M,' on the elements of the form x, and using the fact that (e/) dominates (e,), we obtain a constant M such that for any (a,) e Coo, and 1 < <p(2) <<7(2) < .
(a, -O,+I)
. Consequently, It follows immediately that the operator T is bounded.
•
The following result, which follows by combining the theorem above with Theorem 3, answers a question raised on p. 83 of [2] . 
